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Note: Some of the songs have been snipped to conserve space.
Source: Shipibo "Learning through the light" (48 mins.), ElectriK Dream, March 19, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nUzyp-lj_g

1. Invocation, Creating Sacred Space
(beginning of video)
Here comes the energy of my singing
Here comes the energy of my singing
At the level of our Earth, at the level of our World
The energy of Ayahuasca, the energy of Ayahuasca
Now I will release it, release it nicely
Open up you worlds of white light, the medicine
I open it
The man’s body reveals itself
The woman’s body reveals itself
Now I open it, Beautifully, Beautifully
The world of the Earth opens
The world of the Seas opens
The world of the Air opens
At the level of our Universe
Everything opens

3. Healing Song
(at 31:37-40:00 of the video)
I ask the plant spirits, Through this connection
Their great knowledges, Their power
I am asking them, Deep in my body
I am connecting, Now I am connecting, I am connecting
well
Connecting with love, Connecting with my medicines
I am asking to them with a lot of joy
Connecting the energies of medicine deep in my body
Connecting it very well, Connecting them strongly
Now I am connecting
My Icaros are connecting very well, connecting beautifully

The world of the Heavens opens
The world of the Stars opens
The world of the Sun opens
I open them

I am receiving my Icaros
I am receiving, I am connecting now
Receiving them very well, Connecting now
I am beautiful I am Menin Sui
I am a medicine man I am singing to you
Now I am doing it I am doing it beautifully
I am bringing the colors of the spiritual world
I am turning the visions into beauty
Now I am doing it

The world of the Moon opens
The energy of your peace-bearing hummingbird opens
The energy of your Flower opens
The energy of the Piaya Cayana bird opens
Your sweet energy
I sing for peace
Beautifully, in harmony

Decorating with beauty to the body
I am decorating my body as well
I am decorating with visionary designs
Deep in your thought as well
All the bad thoughts I am cleaning
I am making it beautiful, I am making it beautiful
Now I do it

2. Singing the Plants

I am doing it with my healing songs
I am connecting with it, I am doing it
Decorating the body, Decorating with energies of
medicines
I am connecting with it, Now I am doing it
I am doing it very well
From the tip of the body, I am doing it
The confusions, The pains of the body
The confusions, I am cleaning
I am cleaning them now
I am doing it well
I am cleaning it, I am doing it now

(at 20:39-22:11 of the video)
Because I am here
The plant spirits will sing
The plant spirits will sing
The plant spirits will sing
They will sing for us
I am connecting very well
They are singing through me
They sing for us, I am singing
They are creating this connection through me
I am connecting
I am doing it with a lot of joy
The Icaros are connecting to me
I am singing them.

I am connecting, Connecting with the heart
There I am connecting, There I am cleaning
The thoughts, the confusion

I am cleaning, I am releasing
I am cleaning, cleaning it, Now I do it
With my healing songs I am doing it
I am purifying the bodies
I am cleaning it, The sick bodies
I am releasing bad energies from it
…
The bad energies, the bad connections,
With different colors
Those red energies, those yellow energies
Those I am cleaning it…
In my vision I am liberating
I am cleaning, I am cleaning
From the tip of the body deep in the thought
Deep in the body, Deep in the stomach
Bad connections, I am releasing them
I am cleaning, I am cleaning it, I am doing it right
Deep in the head, The darkness, The dark connections
The confusions the doubts, I am releasing …
I am cleaning deep in the head I am cleaning
Now I am doing it with my healing songs I am cleaning
The bad intentions I am cleaning
To the spirits of the plants, I am asking, asking to the
Ayahuasca
Her strong thoughts, I am cleaning
Now I am doing it, the bad energies I am cleaning
Purifying the soul, purifying the thoughts, the energies
Deep in the body I am cleaning
Deep in the thoughts I am cleaning
Cleansing the heart, the head, the stomach,
the veins, the skin
I am cleaning, Cleaning the bones too
I am doing it with my healing songs
Doing it very well
I release them from your body..
Now I am giving you protection energies
I am singing with my Icaro,
my healing song, my medicine….

4. Ayahuasca Vision Sharing Song
(at 41:20-46:13 of the video)
The spirits of the plants will sing
They are going to sing for us
I am connecting them very well
I am connecting them very well, hey, heh, heh, heh
They are singing through me
They sing for us, I am singing
They are creating this connection through me,
hey, heh, heh, heh

Connecting, I am connecting
I am doing it with great joy
The Icaros connect with me
I am singing, hey, heh, heh, hmm. hmm
With this strong connection
I am purifying your bodies
Now, I bring good visions
The spirits of the plants are arriving, hey, heh, heh, hmm.
They are arriving
You are here with the family
You all came here
Now I sing for you
I am singing for you, hey, heh, heh, hmm.
I am singing
Singing from the world of light
I come from world of light
Here I am singing to you now
I am a woman, hey, heh, heh, hmm. Hmm
I am singing
Connecting with this earth
The ancestors are guiding me
Spirits of the plants are guiding me, hey, heh, heh, hmm.
They are guiding
The plant spirits are guiding
I am singing
Now, receive the good energies
Receive the good thoughts, hey, heh, heh, hmm. Hmm
Receive them
I am connecting you inside of you
To take them with you
To take them with you
I am connecting, hey, heh, heh, hmm.
I am here, I belong to this land
I am a guide
I am singing from the world of Ayahuasca visions
I am the Ayahuasca world of visions
From there I am singing, hey, heh, hmm
From there I am singing
I am singing
Now my singing will end
My song is ending

